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Dr. Rissy’s Writing & Marketing
Continued Growth in
the Creative Sector!
Dr. Rissy’s Writing & Marketing believes that a marketing team should be able to
grow their own business to show that they can grow someone else’s. That’s why
the first account we show in our collection of case studies is our own!
We run multiple accounts for our own business, but in this case study, we are
going to focus on Linkedin, Twitter, and Facebook. Those are the accounts that
we focus on the most in our efforts to reach you, the potential client!

The Blue Check on Twitter!
On Twitter, Morissa Schwartz (Dr. Rissy) was able to get the blue check! This
check is awarded to celebrities and the most engaged on Twitter. According to
Twitter, “The blue verified badge on Twitter lets people know that an account
of public interest is authentic.” It’s hard to obtain, and proves we know what
we’re all about.

13k +

Followers on Twitter
with continuous growth!

83%

Of followers are engaged
on Facebook!

10%+

Engagement rate on Twitter!
*On Twitter, above 1% is high!

16.9k
Reach in a
90 day period!

Continuously Rising Numbers!
We aim to have continuously rising numbers from month to month. The data
to the right shows that we can not only have goals but reach them as well. We
emphasize both reach and engagement so that we can pull new followers in and
keep them talking.

Know The Platform.
You must know the platform you are posting to. We use our knowledge of
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, Pinterest, and Google my Business
to tailor each post and pick the most engaging content. While a quote might
work for Twitter, a news post would be much better for Linkedin!

“It’s nice to make a difference through our work.”
– Morissa Schwartz, Owner
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Take a Look at a Few Posts!
We can talk the talk, but we believe in showing you we can walk the walk as well.
Take a look at a sampling of our posting style and analytics for each post below.
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